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We report the continuous and partially nondestructive measurement of optical photons. For a weak light
pulse traveling through a slow-light optical medium (signal), the associated atomic-excitation component is
detected by another light beam (probe) with the aid of an optical cavity. We observe strong correlations of
gð2Þsp ¼ 4.4ð5Þ between the transmitted signal and probe photons. The observed (intrinsic) conditional
nondestructive quantum efficiency ranges between 13% and 1% (65% and 5%) for a signal transmission
range of 2% to 35%, at a typical time resolution of 2.5 μs. The maximal observed (intrinsic) device
nondestructive quantum efficiency, defined as the product of the conditional nondestructive quantum
efficiency and the signal transmission, is 0.5% (2.4%). The normalized cross-correlation function violates
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, confirming the nonclassical character of the correlations.
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Photons are unique carriers of quantum information that
can be strongly interfaced with atoms for quantum state
generation and processing [1–9]. Quantum state detection, a
particular type of processing, is at the heart of quantum
mechanics and has profound implications for quantum
information technologies. Photons are standardly detected
by converting a photon’s energy into a measurable signal,
thereby destroying the photon. Nondestructive photon
detection, which is of interest for many quantum optical
technologies [10–12], is possible through strong nonlinear
interactions [12] that ideally form a quantum nondemolition
measurement [13]. To date, quantum nondemolition meas-
urement of single microwave photons bound to cooled
cavities has been demonstrated with high fidelity using
Rydberg atoms [14–16], and in a circuit cavity quantum
electrodynamics system using a superconducting qubit [17].
For quantum communication and many other photonics

quantum information applications [18,19], it is desirable to
detect traveling optical photons instead of photons bound to
cavities. Previously, a single-photon transistor was realized
using an atomic ensemble inside a high finesse cavity
where one stored photon blocked the transmission of more
than one cavity photon and could still be retrieved [5]. Such
strong cross-modulation [20] can be used for all-optical
destructive detection of the stored optical photon, but the
parameters in that experiment did not allow nondestructive
detection with any appreciable efficiency. High-efficiency
pulsed nondestructive optical detection has recently been
achieved using a single atom in a cavity [21]. In that
implementation, the atomic state is prepared in 250 μs,
altered by the interaction with an optical pulse reflected
from the cavity, and read out in 25 μs.
In this Letter, we realize partially nondestructive, con-

tinuous detection of traveling optical photons with micro-
second time resolution. The signal photons to be detected

propagate through an atomic ensemble as slow-light polar-
itons [22] under conditions of electromagnetically induced
transparency (EIT) [23]. The signal polariton’s atomic-
excitation component is nondestructively detected via the
polarization change on another light field (probe),
enhanced by an optical cavity. We observe positive corre-
lations between the signal and probe photons of
gð2Þsp ¼ 4.4ð5Þ, and use the measured correlation function
to calculate the conditional nondestructive quantum effi-
ciency Q. We achieve efficiencies Q between 13% and 1%
at a signal transmission Ts between 2% and 35%, with a
maximum device nondestructive quantum efficiency Q ×
Ts of 0.47% at a maximum signal input rate of 300 kHz.
The nondestructive measurement scheme and atomic

level structure are shown in Fig. 1. A laser-cooled atomic
ensemble of 133Cs atoms is held in a cigar-shaped dipole
trap that partly overlaps with the fundamental mode of the
optical cavity. A signal light resonant with the jgi → jci
transition propagates orthogonal to the cavity axis through
the ensemble. A control laser induces an EIT transmission
window that slows down the signal light to a typical group
velocity of 300 m=s and reversibly maps it onto a collective
atomic excitation in state jdi [22]. This atomic population
couples strongly to the σþ polarized light which is
simultaneously resonant with the optical cavity and the
jdi → jei transition, blocking its transmission through the
cavity [20,24,25]. To generate a useful positive detection
signal in transmission, we add σ− reference light and probe
the cavity continuously with horizontally polarized light.
The reference light interacts only weakly with the atoms:
the atomic coupling strength on the jdi → jfi transition is
45 times smaller than the strength of the σþ transition and is
also detuned from resonance by Δ=2π ¼ 6 MHz by the
5.2 G magnetic field along the cavity axis (z). Light
transmitted through the cavity is then analyzed in a
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horizontal or vertical basis. Vertically polarized light (probe
port) corresponds to detection, as the probe port is dark in
the absence of signal photons.
Quantum correlations between detected outgoing signal

and probe photons are the signature of nondestructive

detection. The cross-correlation function gð2Þsp ¼ hnsnpi=
hnsihnpi can be understood as the likelihood of measuring
the signal twice: first measuring it nondestructively with
our cavity QED system, which results in a detected probe
photon (np ¼ 1), and then checking the first measurement
by measuring the signal photon again destructively
(ns ¼ 1). The cross-correlation function in Fig. 2(a) with

zero-time value gð2Þsp ð0Þ ¼ 4.0ð3Þ demonstrates that simul-
taneous nondestructive and destructive measurements of
the signal photon occur four times more often than
randomly. This value also agrees well with the directly
observed blocking of σþ-polarized cavity photons by a
signal photon [inset to Fig. 2(a)], and with the theoretical
expectations for our system’s cooperativity η ¼ 4.3 and
relevant optical depth D≃ 3 (see the Supplemental

Material [26]). The increased D accounts for the improve-
ment over previously published results with the same
apparatus [20].
To confirm the linearity of the system, we plot the probe

rate normalized to the empty cavity output rate, Rp=Rs¼0
c ,

against the average input signal photon number per EIT
lifetime hnins i ¼ Rin

s τEIT=qs in Fig. 2(b). Here, Rin
s =qs is

the measured input rate corrected for the finite detection
efficiency qs ¼ 0.3. Under ideal circumstances, an
incident cavity photon emerges in the probe port with
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FIG. 1. (a),(b) The π-polarized signal light travels with slow
group velocity through the atoms by means of EIT on the jgi ↔
jci ↔ jdi transitions. The associated atomic-excitation compo-
nent is nondestructively detected via cavity light in the geometric
overlap between the atomic ensemble and the cavity mode.
Input cavity light is linearly polarized such that, in the absence of
signal photons, the probe port of the polarization beam splitter
(PBS) ideally remains dark. Whenever a signal photon traverses
the atomic medium in the cavity, the transmission of the
σþ polarized light through the cavity is blocked. The atomic
levels are jgi ¼ j6S1=2;F ¼ 3; mF ¼ 3i, jci ¼ j6P3=2; 3; 3i,
jdi ¼ j6S1=2; 4; 4i, jei ¼ j6P3=2; 5; 5i, and jfi ¼ j6P3=2; 5; 3i,
where F, mF are the hyperfine quantum numbers.
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FIG. 2. (a) Signal-probe correlation function gð2Þsp is plotted as a
function of separation time τ between signal (ts) and probe (tp)
photons. The decay time constant for negative (positive) times
τ< ¼ 1.2ð2Þ μs [τ> ¼ 1.3ð2Þ μs] is consistent with the cavity
decay time (EIT lifetime) [20]. This measurement is done with
mean input cavity photon number hninc i ¼ Rs¼0

c τc=qc ¼ 3.7,
cavity path detection efficiency qc ¼ 0.2, τc ¼ ðκ=2Þ−1 ¼ 2 μs,
and Rabi frequencyΩ=2π ¼ 1.9 MHz. The inset shows the cross-
correlation function for signal and σþ-polarized cavity photons,
measured for hninc i ¼ 0.1 and Ω=2π ¼ 2.6 MHz. The observed

signal-probe anticorrelation is gð2Þsσþð0Þ ¼ 0.41ð7Þ. In this and all
following figures, statistical error bars are plotted when they are
larger than the points and indicate one standard deviation.
(b) Normalized detected probe rate Rp=Rs¼0

c , plotted against
input signal photon number hnins i ¼ Rin

s τEIT=qs. The slope of the
solid fitted line is 0.20(1). The dashed line represents the
maximum possible probe rate with a slope of εid ¼ 0.25. For
this measurement, hninc i ¼ 1.2, qs ¼ 0.3, and Ω=2π ¼ 1.3 MHz,
giving τEIT ¼ 1.4 μs.
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the probability εid ¼ 1=4 in the presence of a signal photon,
indicated in the figure as a dashed line. Achieving this limit
requires a strong single-atom-cavity coupling (cooperativ-
ity η ≫ 1) [27], large ensemble optical depth inside the
cavity region D ≫ 1, and sufficiently slowly traveling
signal photons τEIT=τc > 1, where τc is the cavity lifetime.
Even with finite cooperativity η and optical depth, we
measure ε ¼ 0.20ð1Þ. This number is the detection prob-
ability per input cavity photon and includes both nonde-
structive and destructive detection of the signal photon. The
nonzero offset in Fig. 2(b) at hnins i ¼ 1 corresponds to
the background noise in the average measurement. The
observed linear increase in probe rate for hnins i < 1 also
confirms the sensitivity of our experiment at the single
photon level. However, unlike output correlations, this
average signal neither distinguishes between destructive
and nondestructive detection events nor does it reveal the
time resolution of the detector. Destructive detection events
correspond to decohered polaritons, i.e., atomic population
in state jdi, and hence have the same effect on the cavity
light as traveling signal photons.
To study only those events when we preserve the signal

photon, we define the conditional nondestructive quantum
efficiency Q to be the conditional probability for a
correlated photon to be detected in the probe port when
a signal photon is present: Q ¼ hnsnpi=hnsi − hnpi for
hnsi ≪ 1. (Note that the second term hnpi ¼ hnpihnsi=hnsi
is necessary to remove uncorrelated (random) coincidences
between signal and probe photons.) The time scale for this
conditioning is defined by the typical correlation time: this
conditional nondestructive quantum efficiency Q is pre-
cisely the area under gð2ÞðτÞ − 1 [the shaded area in
Fig. 2(a)] multiplied by the average rate of detected photons
at the probe port, Rp: Q ¼ Rp

R ½gð2ÞðτÞ − 1�dτ. Q eval-
uates to 10% for the cross-correlation function plotted in
Fig. 2(a). The time resolution is the sum of the positive- and
negative-correlation times, τ> þ τ< ¼ 2.5ð4Þ μs [20].
Since Q scales with the detected rate at the probe port,
finite probe photon detection efficiency qp directly reduces
Q. The total detection efficiency for probe photons qp ¼
0.2 is the product of detector efficiency (0.45), fiber
coupling and filter losses (0.7), and cavity outcoupling
losses (0.66). Correcting for these linear losses gives the
intrinsic conditional nondestructive quantum efficiency
Q=qp ¼ 50%. Single photon detectors with better than
0.99 efficiency exist at our wavelength, so only improving
the optics and detectors outside of our vacuum chamber
would already allow us to achieve a Q of 30%. We define
the device nondestructive quantum efficiency as the prob-
ability for an input photon to be nondestructively detected.
It is equal to Q × Ts, the product of the conditional
nondestructive quantum efficiency and the signal trans-
mission. Figure 3 explores the tradeoff between these two
factors. Q scales linearly with the input cavity photon
number [Fig. 3(a)], as with increasing cavity input rate it

becomes more likely for a randomly arriving cavity photon
to “hit” a signal photon and perform the detection. At the
same time, the signal transmission Ts degrades exponen-
tially with the input cavity rate due to cavity-induced
decoherence of the signal polariton, as seen in Fig. 3(b).
Slower signal polaritons (smaller control Rabi frequency
Ω) are more likely to be “hit” by a cavity photon, and thus
have a larger nondestructive quantum efficiency but also
have a lower transmission due to a greater decoherence for
a given cavity photon number. The choice of Rabi
frequency changes the detector speed but does not improve
the tradeoff between efficiency and transmission; the inset
of Fig. 3(b) shows that observed quantum efficiency as a
function of signal transmission collapses to a single curve
for all measured Rabi frequencies.
Figure 4 plots the device nondestructive quantum effi-

ciency and the error probability Perr as a function of input
photon number. The maximal observed (intrinsic) device
nondestructive quantum efficiency is 0.47% (2.4%). Perr is
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FIG. 3. (a) The observed conditional nondestructive quantum
efficiency Q is plotted against mean cavity photon number hninc i
with mean Rin

s ¼ 2.8 × 105 s−1. The slope of the fitted curves
(solid lines) is dQ=dhninc i ¼ f10ð2Þ; 5ð1Þ; 1.9ð5Þg% for Ω=2π ¼
f1.8; 2.9; 3.5g MHz (top to bottom) and represents the observed
detection efficiency per input cavity photon. (b) Signal trans-
mission Ts for the same data presented in (a). Exponential fits
give 1=e transmission at cavity photon numbers of
f1.2ð1Þ; 1.9ð1Þ; 2.1ð1Þg for Ω=2π ¼ f1.8; 2.9; 3.5g MHz (bot-
tom to top), respectively. The inset displays the nondestructive
quantum efficiency Q as a function of signal transmission for the
same Rabi frequencies as in (a) and (b).
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the probability of having a false detection event when no
signal photon is present. Considering these together, the
detector achieves a nondestructive signal-to-noise ratio of
2.4. We further characterize the performance for single
input photons by calculating by the four probabilities Psp to
detect the s ¼ f0; 1g signal and p ¼ f0; 1g probe photons
given one input signal photon. These probabilities can be
obtained from measured quantities in the limit hnins i ≪ 1
using the relations P11=ðP11 þ P10Þ ¼ Q, P11 þ P10 ¼ Ts,
P01 þ P11 ¼ hnpi=hnins i, and

P
Psp ¼ 1. These probabil-

ities describe different aspects of the nondestructive detec-
tion. In particular, the device nondestructive quantum
efficiency is P11 and the state preparation probability
P11=ðP11 þ P01Þ≃ 4% represents the probability of having
an outgoing signal photon if a photon is present at the
probe port.
In our system, the transmission of detected signal

photons is limited to about 70% by the standing wave
nature of our cavity probe, which imprints a grating onto
the detected polariton and reduces its readout efficiency in
the original mode. In addition, since the atomic medium
extends outside the cavity mode, the detection localizes the
signal polariton in a finite region of the ensemble, and the
corresponding spectral broadening outside the EIT trans-
mission window reduces the signal transmission by 30%
(see the Supplemental Material [26]). Finally, cavity photon
scattering into free space, which destroys the signal polar-
iton, occurs with a finite probability 2η=ð1þ ηÞ2 ¼ 0.3.
The combination of these effects explains the observed
transmission reduction for the signal.
To further enhance the effective optical density of the

medium, we also carried out an experiment where the

signal propagates twice through the medium (see the
Supplemental Material [26]). In this case, we observed

slightly stronger correlations of gð2Þsp ðτ ¼ 0Þ ¼ 4.4ð5Þ due to
the larger effective optical depth. To remove classical
correlations from the observed cross-correlation, we nor-
malize the cross-correlation function to the autocorrelations

measured at the signal and probe ports of gð2Þss ¼ 1.6ð3Þ and
gð2Þpp ¼ 5.6ð1Þ. The resulting normalized quantum correla-

tion Gsp ¼ ðgð2Þsp Þ2=ðgð2Þss g
ð2Þ
ppÞ ¼ 2.7ð8Þ at τ ¼ 0 violates the

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality [28], G < 1, and confirms that
our interactions are nonclassical.
The key to the nondestructive photon measurement

scheme demonstrated here is the strong interaction between
one atom and a cavity photon [29–31] (large single-atom
cooperativity η ≫ 1), in combination with the strong
collective interaction of atoms with signal photons (large
optical depth D ≫ 1 inside the cavity). Both quantities can
be further improved in our experiment. For realistic values
D ¼ 10 and η ¼ 20, we expect a device nondestructive
quantum efficiency exceeding 55% with a conditional
nondestructive quantum efficiency of about 80% and a
signal transmission of about 70%. An interaction of this
kind enables many quantum applications such as the
projection of a coherent state of a light pulse into a photon
number state [16], the implementation of nearly determin-
istic photonic quantum gates through nondestructive meas-
urement and conditional phase shift [11], engineering
exotic quantum states of light [32] or nondeterministic
noiseless amplification for entanglement distillation [33].
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